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Abstract
Discourse markers (DMs) are difficult even for advanced L2 speakers compared
with L1 speakers because of their special linguistic features. The influence of contextual factors on the use of DMs has not been examined in detail in the literature.
The present article investigates the impact of speech contexts (interview vs conversation) on the use of DMs by native and advanced Chinese speakers of English.
Data for the study were gathered using individual sociolinguistic interviews and
group conversations. A quantitative analysis revealed that native English speakers
used and and just more frequently in the interviews than in the conversations at a
significant level; the Chinese speakers of English used oh, ok, and uh huh significantly more often in the conversations than in the interviews. A qualitative analysis
showed that the functions of well varied across the contexts by both groups. The
article further analyses the reasons for these differences: they can be due to different
functions of individual markers across contexts or influence of L2 speakers’ native
language (Mandarin Chinese), etc. The results indicate that the advanced L2 English speakers may not have acquired some DMs used by the native English speakers
in terms of frequency and functions across the speech contexts. The article suggests
that explicit instruction of functions of DMs which are difficult for L2 speakers of
English can be strengthened in EFL/ESL (English as a foreign/second language)
classrooms.
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1. Introduction
Discourse markers (DMs) are grammatically optional and semantically bleached;
but they are not pragmatically optional. If the markers are omitted, “the discourse
is grammatically acceptable, but would be judged ‘unnatural,’ ‘awkward,’ ‘disjointed,’ ‘impolite,’ ‘unfriendly’ or ‘dogmatic’ within the communicative context”
(Svartvik, 1980, p. 171). Therefore, it is difficult for advanced learners of English
who have a good command of grammar and vocabulary to use DMs appropriately in comparison with native speakers (Aijmer, 2004).
Discourse markers used by L2 speakers may be influenced by several factors,
such as degree of exposure to the target language community (e.g. Sankoff et
al., 1997), gender (Lee, 2004; Liao, 2009), native language (Liu, 2013; Sankoff et
al., 1997), oral proficiency (Wei, 2011), and speech context (Fuller, 2003; Lam,
2009), etc. Few of the previous studies have explicitly focused on the relationship
between discourse marker use and speech context, even though this is one of
the basic aspects of pragmatics and may contribute to a better understanding
of discourse marker use (Verdonik, Zgank, & Peterlin, 2008). Furthermore, the
influence of contextual factors on the use of L2 DMs has not been examined in
detail in previous research. Thus, the aim of the present study is to investigate the
impact of speech context on the use of DMs by comparing native and Chinese L2
English speakers.

2. Literature review
Discourse markers are related to stylistic variation and therefore may be used at
varying rates and functions in different contexts (Aijmer, 2002; Fox Tree, 2010;
Jucker & Smith, 1998). Research using native speaker data proves the contextual variation of DMs (Biq, 2001; Su, 1998; Verdonik et al., 2008). Only a few
studies on the influence of speech context by L2 speakers have been carried out.
Liao (2009) examined English DM use by six international teaching assistants at
an American university in two settings: TA (Teaching Assistant)-led discussions
and sociolinguistic interviews. Her participants came originally from Taiwan or
mainland China. Her results showed that all the ITAs (International Teaching
Assistants) tended to use DMs at a higher rate in interviews than in discussions.
They used okay and right more frequently in discussions, and they used like, you
know, and yeah more frequently in interviews. Lam (2009) investigated the effect
of different speech contexts on the DM so from a spoken corpus of Hong Kong
English. Her findings pointed out that so was frequently found in largely monologic academic discourses, contrary to the popular belief that DMs are more
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common in multiparty talks. In terms of discourse functions, she noted that
the framing function of so was most frequently found in largely monologic discourses, such as lectures and presentations, whereas the responsive function of so
was more common in dialogues.
One DM study on the influence of speech context comparing native and L2
English speakers has been found. Fuller (2003) compared the use of the five DMs
well, oh, like, I mean, and y’know by six native speakers of American English and
six L2 speakers across speech contexts (conversation vs interview). The L2 speakers were from Germany, France, and Spain and had studied or worked in America for at least two years. Fuller’s findings showed that the native English speakers
used the reception markers well and oh more frequently in the conversation data
and used the presentation markers y’know, like, and I mean more frequently in
the interview data. The L2 speakers in her study behaved like native speakers with
regard to oh and well, but not with regard to y’know, like, or I mean. The study
concluded that differences in DM use for different contexts are subtle and difficult to acquire for L2 speakers despite their high levels of proficiency.
Fuller (2003) studied five English DMs. The present study involves further
research into the use of a wider range of English DMs by both native and L2
English speakers. By combining quantitative and qualitative analyses of DMs,
this research aims to examine the extent to which discourse settings (interview
vs conversation) influence the use of English DMs by native English speakers and
Chinese speakers of English in terms of frequency, variety, and function.

3. Definition of discourse markers and framework of analysis
in this study
The working definition of DMs in the current study is as follows: first, they are
grammatically optional or syntactically independent. Second, they have little or
no propositional meaning. If the DM is removed from the utterance, the semantic relationship between the elements they connect remains the same. Third, they
have textual and/or interpersonal functions. For instance, in “It did not turn
out well”, well is being used as an adverb rather than as a DM because it is not
grammatically optional, nor semantically bleached. When well is used as a DM,
for example in “I have sort of multiple favourites. I guess the best one I’ve seen
recently has been, well, two movies”, it is syntactically independent and semantically bleached. In addition, it has a textual function, indicating that the speaker is
going to repair the previous discourse.
The list below is the framework of textual and interpersonal functions of the
present study (Brinton, 1996, pp. 37–38):
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Textual functions of DMs:
1. to initiate discourse, including claiming the attention of the hearer, and to close
discourse;
2. to aid the speaker in acquiring or relinquishing the floor;
3. to serve as a filler or delaying tactic used to sustain discourse or hold the floor;
4. to mark a boundary in discourse, that is, to indicate a new topic, a partial shift in
topic (correction, elaboration, specification, expansion), or the resumption of an
earlier topic (after an interruption);
5. to denote either new information or old information;
6. to mark sequential dependence, to constrain the relevance of one clause to the preceding clause by making explicit the conversational implicatures relating the two
clauses, or to indicate by means of conventional implicatures how an utterance
matches cooperative principles of conversation;
7. to repair one’s own or others’ discourse.
Interpersonal functions of DMs:
8. subjectively, to express a response or a reaction to the preceding discourse or
attitude towards the following discourse, including also back-channel signals of
understanding and continued attention spoken while another speaker is having
his/her turn and perhaps hedges expressing speaker tentativeness;
9. interpersonally, to effect cooperation, sharing, or intimacy between speaker and
hearer, including confirming shared assumptions, checking or expressing understanding, requesting confirmation, expressing deference, or saving face (politeness).

4. Methodology
4.1 Participants

The ten L2 speakers of English in this study were graduate students (five male and
five female) at a research university in the United States, originally from mainland China, aged 22 to 37. Their pseudonyms are Dong, Feng, Bing, Lian, Xia,
Qiu, Peng, Jun, Fang, and Juan. They studied different programmes, including
education, tourism, computer science, linguistics, and biochemical engineering.
They had received formal English education in China for more than eight years
and had been living in the United States for between three weeks and four years.
Their English proficiency was considered advanced1 based on their TOEFL (The
Test of English as a Foreign Language) scores. The five American English native
speakers participating in the study were graduate students (two male and three
female) from the same American university, aged 24 to 35. Their pseudonyms are
John, Davy, Sue, Ann, and Mary. They studied programmes including linguistics,
biomedicine, and English.
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4.2 Data collection
4.2.1 Sociolinguistic interviews

Individual sociolinguistic interviews were conducted to elicit DMs in the interview context in this study. The sociolinguistic interview is composed of a well-developed strategy governed by a number of goals (Labov, 1984). One of the important goals is to “elicit narratives of personal experience, where community norms
and styles of personal interaction are most plainly revealed, and where style is
regularly shifted towards the vernacular” (Labov, 1984, p. 32).
The English interview was conducted by a native English speaking interviewer
(pseudonym Sherry). She was a graduate student from the linguistics programme
at the same university as the participants. Each participant, including five native
English speakers and ten L2 speakers of English, was interviewed for about 15
minutes. Interviews with native and L2 speakers of English followed the same
interview questions (see Appendix A) with the exception that topics such as
native speaker friends, impressions about the United States, and instances of culture shock were only asked of the L2 English speakers.
4.2.2 Group conversations

In Fuller’s (2003) study, L2 participants recorded natural conversation data with
their native-speaking close friends or romantic partners. This is an ideal way to
collect naturally occurring conversational data. However, not all the Chinese
speakers of English in the current study were able to find close friends or romantic partners who were native English speakers. Therefore, conversational data
from the L2 English participants were collected when they talked with the native
English participants in triads: two L2 speakers of English with one native English
speaker. Participants were not grouped in pairs (one L2 English speaker, one
native English speaker) because it was felt that if some Chinese students were too
introverted or not confident enough as a result of their English proficiency, the
conversations might become a native English speaker interviewing an L2 English
speaker again. Participants who had similar interests were grouped together so
that they might be able to converse more freely. The information about their
interests was obtained from their responses in the interviews. The participants
were asked to converse with each other in English for about 30 minutes.
4.3 Data transcription

The data included 15 interviews in English and 5 conversations in English, with
each interview lasting about 15 minutes and each conversation about 30 minutes. The total number of words in the transcripts included approximately 31,100
words in interviews and 21,300 words in conversations. The transcription convention in the current study basically follows Müller (2005, p. 281; see Appendix
B). The guidelines in the current study are simpler than Müller’s in that vocal
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noises, quality, and code switching have not been included. Vocal noises and
quality are not related to this research, and code switching appeared in the data
only five times and did not influence the analysis of DMs.

5. Results and discussion
5.1 Quantitative analysis of English DM use across contexts
5.1.1 The native speakers of English

Table 1 shows the differences in English DM use between the interviews and the
conversations by the native English speakers and L2 English speakers. The results
of paired-samples t-tests are also shown in the table. We can see that the overall
rate of use of DMs in conversation (86.6 per 1,000 words) by the native English
speakers was higher than in the interview context (71.8 per 1,000 words). The
native English speakers used and, like, just, y’know, sort of, I mean, then, actually,
anyway, and referent-final tags in the interviews more frequently than in the conversations. Furthermore, they used the two markers and and just at a significant
level (p < .05). They used so, I think, well, yeah/yes, but, okay, oh, now, ah, right,
and uh huh in the conversations more frequently than in the interviews. This
frequency pattern is consistent with Fuller’s (2003) findings on five DMs well, oh,
like, I mean, and y’know by the native English speakers.
Table 1 also shows that the overall rate in the conversations (89.2 per 1,000
words) was higher than in the interviews (67.4 per 1,000 words) by the Chinese
speakers of English. They used and, y’know, ah, just, sort of, actually, and but
more frequently in the interviews than in the conversations. They used I think,
yeah/yes, like, oh, so, well, okay, I mean, anyway, uh huh, and referent-final tags
more frequently in the conversations than the interviews. They used three markers oh, okay, and uh huh significantly more often in the conversations than in the
interviews at the .05 level (p < .05).
5.2 Qualitative analysis of English DM use across contexts

This section discusses in detail how the participants used DMs across the two
speech contexts. There are three categories of DMs for discussion: first, and
and just are the DMs which showed significant differences across contexts by
the native English speakers; next, back-channels oh, okay, yeah/yes, right, and uh
huh serve similar functions in the conversations in the study, and three of them
showed significant differences across contexts by the L2 English speakers; finally,
well draws attention because it shows differentiation across the two contexts in its
sub-functions instead of frequency in the data.
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Table 1: Average English DM use in the interviews and the conversations by the native English speakers (NSs) and L2 English speakers (NNSs) (per 1,000 words) (an asterisk indicates statistical significance
for the marker across the contexts)
Individual
marker

Interview

Conversation

NS

NNS

NS

and

20.6

16.8

12.6

12.6

like

8.7

2.1

7.5

2.6

NNS

t

Sig. (2-tailed)

df

NS

NNS

NS

NNS

3.243

NS

NNS

1.566

4

9

*.032

.152

.258 -1.472

4

9

.809

.175

just

8.5

2.2

6.3

2.1

3.568

.135

4

9

*.023

.896

y’know

6.8

4.0

5.4

2.0

.626

1.397

4

9

.565

.196

sort of/ kind
of

6.7

1.4

3.4

0.8

1.701

1.084

4

9

.164

.307

I mean

5.6

0.1

4.0

0.5

.486 -1.765

4

9

.652

.111

referentfinal tags

2.6

0.9

0.6

1.5

4

9

.197

.528

1.625

-.656

so

2.5

1.6

3.2

1.8

-.733

-.199

4

9

.504

.847

I think

2.0

13.4

3.4

13.6

-2.353

-.096

4

9

.078

.925

well

2.0

0.3

2.9

0.7

-.821

-.404

4

9

.458

.696

then

0.9

0

0.8

0

.900

#

4

9

.419

#

-1.180

but

1.5

0.2

1.8

0

yeah/yes

1.3

17.5

9.7

31.6

1.000

4

9

.303

.343

-2.435 -2.182

4

9

.072

.057

1.429

actually

0.8

1.3

0.5

0.7

.901

4

9

.226

.391

oh

0.6

1.9

6.8

7.5

-2.200 -2.823

4

9

.093

*.020

okay

0.3

0.9

5.0

7.1

-1.388 -2.650

4

9

.238

*.026

anyway

0.3

0

0

0.1

1.565 -1.000

4

9

.193

.343

now

0.2

0.1

0.3

0.1

-.590

0

4

9

.587

1.000

0

2.7

0.1

1.4

-1.000

1.100

4

9

.374

.300

-1.264

ah
right

0

0

2.6

0

uh huh

0

0

9.7

2.4

71.8

67.4

86.6

89.2

Total

#

4

9

.275

#

-1.807 -2.917

4

9

.145

*.017

-1.618

4

9

.181

.066

-2.091

# = cannot be computed

5.2.1 And and just

The DM and was used in the interviews significantly more often than in the conversations among the native English speakers (20.6 tokens vs 12.6 tokens per
1,000 words per person). The pattern of more frequent use in the interview context holds for five out of the five native English speakers. The L2 English speakers
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also used and more frequently in the interviews than in the conversations in the
study on average (16.8 tokens vs 12.6 tokens per 1,000 words per person), even
though not at a significant level. The pattern of more frequent use in the interviews holds for eight out of the ten Chinese speakers of English.
The reason for more use of and in the interviews can be explained with the
function of this DM. Schiffrin (1987, p. 152) proposes that “and is a structural
coordinator of ideas which has pragmatic effect as a marker of speaker continuation”. In this study, and serves a textual function – to hold the floor and continue
the speaker’s thoughts. In Example (1), the first underlined and, which appears
at the beginning of a new turn, is used to continue the speaker’s thought. It is
also used to sustain discourse. The second and and third and in (1) are also DMs.
The two events (“get a fuzzy FOX”; “ABC comes in pretty clearly”) connected by
the second and seem related, but because of the pause after it, the second and
functions as a DM – for the speaker to continue her thoughts. The event after the
third and (“I used to watch The Simpsons”) is not closely related to the previous
events mentioned and the “uh” preceding it functions as a pause, indicating that
the speaker is searching for words to continue her thoughts.
(1) – interview
Sherry:

uh what about TV? Do you watch TV?

Sherry:

ok.

Ann:
Ann:

no, I don’t have cables.

um and .. for some reason my television won’t even
pick up PBS. I don’t, I have a little bunny ears,
so that I can get a fuzzy FOX, and .. ABC comes in
pretty clearly. Uh and I used to watch The Simpsons, but it … recently, I’m really disappointed
with that, the original Simpsons the first several
seasons were were potent social commentaries, just
great, :not any more, actually I think television
is a waste of time.

In the sociolinguistic interviews, the participants were asked to reply to openended questions on topics with which they were assumed to be familiar; therefore,
they were more able to produce much longer turns which consisted of more use
of the DM and. In contrast, in the conversations, each speaker asked or answered
each other’s questions or made comments. They did not talk very long in each
turn so that other speakers in the same group could have chances to converse.
Thus, they used the speaker continuation marker and less frequently. Example
(2) shows participant Ann’s use of the DM and in the conversation. The example
illustrates five turns of Ann. She uses the DM and only once in her first turn.
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(2) – conversation
Peng:

I’m a graduate. I’m also a PhD student.

Fang:

the gator night?

Ann:

Ann:

Fang:

Ann:
Fang:

PhD student. And I guess, my recent free activities
that I know on campus, have you all been to the the
Reitz Union cinema?
the gator night, uh huh.

yeah, actually I went there last night. I went
there for the movie Pirate of the Caribbean the
dead man.

I was so disappointed. I saw it this summer too,
and I was disappointed. I don’t know.

not because of the movie, it’s because of the film.
The film was not does not work.

Ann:

oh.

Ann:

uh huh.

Fang:

and I went there at five thirty uh in. I hope to
enter the cinema to see the first episode.

The DM just was also used in the interviews significantly more frequently than
in the conversations among the native English speakers (8.5 times vs 6.3 times
per 1,000 words per person). Again, this pattern of frequent use in the interview context holds for five out of the five native English speakers. The L2 English
speakers used the DM just at a slightly higher rate in the interviews as in the
conversations in the study (2.2 times vs 2.1 times per 1,000 words per person),
and at much lower rates than the native speakers on average. Five out of the ten
Chinese speakers of English used just at higher rates in the interviews than in the
conversations.
Aijmer (2002, p. 158) suggests that just is an attitudinal marker since “it has an
indexical relation to a speaker’s attitudes or emotions towards a discourse event”.
Just as a DM has two main interpersonal functions: when it is an emphatic/
strengthening/intensifying marker, just is a strategy of positive politeness; when
used as a weakening/downtoning hedge, it signals negative politeness (Aijmer,
2002).
Example (3) shows how just is used by participant Mary in the interview. The
first underlined just and the last one both indicate that the speaker does not quite
like the programme at FSU nor USF; therefore, just is used as a downtoning
hedge in order to be indirect at these two places. The second underlined just and
the third underlined one are used as a strengthening marker, showing that she is
very excited about the programme at UF. Example (4) shows how speaker Mary
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uses just in the conversations. The example illustrates five turns of Mary’s speech.
She uses just twice in (4).
(3) — interview
Sherry:
Mary:

what made you choose UF?

(…)1 And .. the only schools I considered were my
undergraduate USF which .. took longer to get back
to me than UF even though I was already enrolled.
And FSU which is not, their program I guess just
starting out so they don’t have a lot of .. background, a lot of classes. So .. UF was definitely
once they accepted me and .. y’know after touring
the facilities and talking to some of the professors,
just very organized program, and .. everyone there
seems to really have the agenda. They want to get
you through the program as quickly efficiently as possible and also they care about getting you through it
so that you’re marketable later on. So I felt it was
just more supportive, organized, structured environment. USF was probably got the same level of study,
but just a little less communication between people
and department, so .. that’s basically it.

(4) — conversation
Feng:

Mary:

Feng:

Mary:

Feng:

Mary:

Xia:

Mary:

Feng:

Mary:

and they can stop anywhere, in the middle of roads.

well that .. only if traffic is moving, because
there’re many times when, I don’t know the traffic
in New York is insane. I remember my brother and I
went to visit family there, like a few years ago.
And we just y’know, we had used used to live there,
so we used to accustom to like all the sights [and
everything].
[yeah familiar with that].

but y’know, we
there was this
three lanes in
and it was all

yeah.

haven’t been there so long. And
street that was like .., y’know,
each direction, six lanes of traffic,
just dead stopped.

exactly.

why not?

everywhere is people walking faster than the cars
everywhere. I wouldn’t even buy a car, don’t even
know why it would be.

yeah I think.

at least not in the city, like probably in the suburb it’s fine.
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The reason that the native English speakers used the DM just much less in the
conversations may also be the different types of discourse between the interviews
and the conversations. In the interviews, the speakers talked about one topic upon
which they could express their opinions for as long as they wanted, e.g. what kind
of movies/sports/music they liked, what kind of teachers they liked/disliked, etc.
Therefore, they might have many chances to use the attitudinal DM just when
they expressed their likes and dislikes. In the conversations, however, their topics
were more around getting information from each other while expressing opinions when appropriate. Therefore, the speakers did produce a certain number of
the DM just, but not as many as in the interviews.
As for the Chinese speakers of English, they used just at a much lower rate
than the native English speakers in both contexts. The reason could be due to the
suggestion that L2 markers which do not have translation equivalents in L1 are
harder to acquire (Sankoff et al., 1997). Even though just has a Chinese translation zhishi, zhishi is not found in the literature to serve DM functions. Therefore,
the DM just might be hard for Chinese speakers of English to acquire because
it is not an easy transfer from the translation equivalent to the strengthening/
downtoning DM uses.
To summarise, the native English speakers used and and just in the interviews
significantly more often than in the conversations. The Chinese speakers of English used and at higher rates in the interview context than in the conversational
context on average. Moreover, the Chinese speakers of English used just for the
same functions in the two speech contexts as the native speakers, but at much
lower rates.
5.2.2 Back-channels: oh, okay, yeah/yes, right, uh huh

The five DMs (oh, okay, yeah/yes, right, and uh huh) share one function when they
are used in the conversations in the study – acknowledging information from
partners. They are also called back-channels (Yngve, 1970), continuers (Schegloff,
1982), reactive tokens (Clancy, Thompson, Suzuki, & Tao, 1996), and reception
markers (Jucker & Smith, 1998). In this way, they indicate active participation
and positive listenership (Fung & Carter, 2007).
Oh

Table 1 reveals that both the native English speakers (6.8 tokens vs 0.6 tokens per
1,000 words per person) and the L2 speakers (7.5 tokens vs 1.9 tokens per 1,000
words per person) used oh much more frequently in the conversations than in
the interviews. Each of the ten L2 speakers and four out of the five native English
speakers used oh at higher rates in their conversations than in the interviews. The
Chinese speakers of English used oh in the conversations significantly more often
than in the interviews.
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Oh is used to “respond to new information or to indicate that a speaker has just
discovered something surprising” (Carter & McCarthy, 2006, p. 115). It is usually
used to express receipt of new information (Fraser, 1999).
In the data for this study, oh is used to communicate two interpersonal functions: (1) responding to new information and expressing surprise, and (2)
acknowledging information from partners. In Example (5), when Lian hears the
question about weekends, her response starts with the use of oh. Without oh, her
surprised reaction would not be understood. In (6), Lian uses oh in her last turn
to signal that she understands the information of speaker Bing.
(5) – interview
Sherry:
Lian:

what do you like to do on the weekends?

oh, today I go to a festival. I know some watermelon
festival. I plan to go there with my friend, yeah.

(6) – conversation
Bing:

so when I came to Alaska, oh it’s so quiet, (…)

Bing:

and life uh people there they are usually very slow
and not very crowd.

Sue:

Lian:

oh.

you say in China or in?

Bing:

I mean in Alaska.

Bing:

so different. I like I like Gainesville, the study
program, especially for my program.

Lian:

oh.

The results of how the participants used oh for different sub-functions in the
two contexts are shown in Table 2. The five native English speakers used oh a total
of 6 times in the interviews and 55 times in the conversations. They used oh 6
times to ‘respond to new information’ and did not use oh to ‘acknowledge information from partners’ at all in the interviews. However, in the conversations, they
used oh 14 times (25.5%) to ‘respond to new information’ and 41 times (74.5%)
to ‘acknowledge information from partners’. The ten L2 English speakers used oh
25 times in total in the interviews and 64 times in the conversations. They used
oh 25 times to ‘respond to new information’ and did not use oh to ‘acknowledge
information from partners’ at all in the interviews. In the conversations, they
used oh 9 times (14.1%) to ‘respond to new information’ and 55 times (85.9%) to
‘acknowledge information from partners’. This shows that the L2 English speakers
used oh in a similar pattern in the two contexts as the native speakers in that both
groups did not use oh to ‘acknowledge information’ in the interviews but in the
conversations.
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Table 2: Frequency distribution of sub-functions of oh by the native English speakers and L2 English
speakers in the interviews and the conversations
Interview

Conversation

NS
N

NNS
%

N

NS

%

N

NNS
%

N

%

Sub-functions
Acknowledging information
from partners

0

0

0

0

41 74.5

55 85.9

Responding to new infor‑
mation

6

100

25 100

14

25.5

9

14.1

TOTAL

6

100

25 100

55

100

74

100

Fuller (2003) found that both native speakers of English and L2 English speakers used oh at a higher rate in the conversational data than in the interview data,
although that study did not categorise nor calculate the percentage of sub-functions of oh. Fuller argued that it was because oh functions “to indicate stance
toward the other interlocutor’s contributions, a function which is required less
of the speaker when he/she is being interviewed” (2003, p. 196). Fuller’s “contribution” function of oh is the same as the ‘acknowledging information’ or
‘back-channel’ function in the current study. When a speaker uses oh to acknowledge the information of others, they indicate that they are making a contribution
to the conversation. In the interviews under discussion, the speaker was required
to reply to questions only, not necessarily to make conversational talk with the
interviewer. Therefore, this ‘back-channel’ use of oh occurred only in the conversation data with both the native and L2 English speakers.
Okay

The DM okay was used in the conversations more often than in the interviews
at a significant level among the L2 English speakers (7.1 tokens vs 0.9 tokens per
1,000 words per person). The native English speakers also used okay more frequently in the conversations than in the interviews in the study (5.0 tokens vs 0.3
tokens per 1,000 words per person), but not at a significant level. Seven of the ten
L2 speakers and four out of the five native English speakers used okay at higher
rates in their conversations than in the interviews.
Merritt (1978) claims there are two functions of okay in speech: signifying
approval or confirmation, and serving as a linking device between two stages
of the utterance. Goffman calls okay a bracket marker which bears “on the management of some phase transition of the business at hand” (1981, p. 49). Condon
identifies two functions of okay in her study: marking agreement when it appears
in a response, and marking transitions “where several levels of organization of
the discourse coincide” (1986, p. 94). Schleef (2005) lists four main uses of okay
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in lectures: transition marker, modal question tag, progression check question
tag, and back-channel signal.
In the data under discussion, okay is not considered a DM when marking agreement when it appears in a response. Okay serves two functions when considered
a DM: marking transitions (textual function), and acknowledging information
or back-channeling (interpersonal function). In Example (7), John tries to tell
the interviewer about his trip to Japan when he was a child. At first, he cannot
remember the three things he usually tells people. Then he remembers the third
thing. Okay has a linking function here, as a transition marker – introducing a
new aspect of the topic. Example (8) is from John’s conversational data. Okay
serves as a back-channel to acknowledge the information from other participants.
(7) – interview
Sherry:
John:

Sherry:

John:

all right, tell me about where you travel to in the
world.
uh .. I went to Japan when I was five.
uh huh.

I remember very little. I remember, when I tell
people this I tell them I remember three things but
really I’ve I’ve started only to remember two. I
remember standing outside, okay, I remember three
now. I remember standing outside a little shop. (…)

(8) — conversation
John:
Dong:

John:

so .. we’ll see what happens. What are you doin’
over the summer?
my questions?

uh huh.

Dong:

I’m going to get Ph.D. qualify exam in July.

Dong:

so .. now currently I’m very busy to doing everything for the exam.

John:

okay.

The results of how the participants used okay for different functions in the two
contexts are presented in Table 3. We can see that the five native English speakers
used okay a total of 3 times in the interviews and 42 times in the conversations.
Okay was used only as a ‘transition’ marker and was not used to ‘acknowledge
information from partners’ at all in the interviews. However, in the conversations,
they used okay 10 times (23.8%) to ‘mark transitions’ and 32 times (76.2%) for
‘back-channeling’. The ten L2 English speakers used okay 13 times in total in the
interviews and 74 times in the conversations. The uses of okay in the interviews
were all for ‘marking transitions’ and not to ‘acknowledge information from part-
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ners’. In the conversations, they used okay 5 times (6.8%) to ‘mark transitions’ and
69 times (93.2%) to ‘acknowledge information from partners’. Similar to the use
of oh, both the native and L2 English speakers used okay for ‘back-channeling’ in
the conversations but not in the interviews.
Table 3: Frequency distribution of sub-functions of okay by the native English speakers and L2 English
speakers in the interviews and the conversations
Interview
NS
N

Conversation

NNS
%

N

NS

%

NNS

N

%

N

%

69

93.2

Sub-functions
Acknowledging information
from partners

0

Marking transition
TOTAL

0

0

0

32

76.2

3 100

13

100

10

23.8

5

6.8

3 100

13

100

42

100

74

100

The Chinese speakers of English used both DMs oh and okay for the same
functions and in a similar pattern with the native English speakers across the
two speech contexts. In addition, they used them at higher rates than the native
English speakers, which is consistent with previous studies (e.g. Lin, 2016). This
finding indicates that the two markers are easy to acquire for Chinese speakers
of English. Possible reasons can be: first, oh has a Chinese corresponding equivalent o (‘oh’) which has the same DM functions of oh (Liu, 2011); therefore, easy
acquisition of oh can be the result of positive transfer from its Chinese equivalent o. Second, okay as a loan word has been accepted and used widely in everyday conversation and oral speech in China, especially by the younger generation
(Yuan, 2012). Therefore, the use of okay is not difficult for the Chinese speakers
of English.
Yeah/yes

Both the native English speakers (9.7 tokens vs 1.3 tokens per 1,000 words per
person) and the L2 speakers (31.6 tokens vs 17.5 tokens per 1,000 words per person) used yeah/yes much more frequently in the conversations than in the interviews. The p values of t-tests in Table 1 also suggests that differences between
the two contexts of DM yeah/yes were almost at significant levels (p <. 05). For
example, the native English speakers’ p value of yeah/yes was .072 and the L2
speakers’ p value was .057.
Fuller (2003) studied yeah in both interview data and conversational data. In
her data, yeah is counted as a DM when it is used as a confirmation marker, a
coherence marker within a turn, and a back-channelling device. In this study,
yeah/yes is considered a DM in two situations: firstly, when yeah/yes is used to
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acknowledge information from partners, as in Example (9), and secondly, when
it is used within a turn, where it serves an interpersonal function – to affirm the
speaker’s own preceding discourse or the following discourse, as in Example (10).
In the second function, it can be clause-initial or final. It serves a textual function
as well – holding the floor for the speaker to continue.
(9) – conversation
Jun:

Davy:

Jun:

Juan:
Jun:

Davy:

Jun:

now I am a .. teaching assistant here.

oh what kind of course are you teaching or assisting
with?
data structure and algorithm.

oh ok.

so I have a lot of work to do.

yeah.

because I my ASE academic spoken English score is 40.

(10) — interview
Sherry:
Davy:

and what else? Legal shows.

what else uh … let me see, I’m going through the
week. Yeah I’ve had, there are some things that I’m
not sure I should watch or not.

The tokens and the percentages of sub-functions of yeah/yes in the interviews
and the conversations by the native and L2 English speakers can be found in
Table 4. The five native English speakers used yeah/yes a total of 16 times in
the interviews and 93 times in the conversations. They used yeah/yes 14 times
(87.5%) for ‘affirming the speaker’s own discourse’ and used it twice (12.5%) to
‘acknowledge information from partners’ in the interviews. In the conversations,
they used yeah/yes 23 times (24.7%) to ‘affirm the speaker’s own discourse’ and 70
times (75.3%) for ‘back-channelling’. The ten L2 English speakers used yeah/yes
243 times in total in the interviews and 279 times in the conversations. They used
yeah/yes 85 times (35.0%) for ‘affirming the speaker’s own discourse’ and used
yeah/yes 158 times (65.0%) to ‘acknowledge information from partners’ in the
interviews. In the conversations, they used yeah/yes 62 times (22.2%) to ‘affirm
the speaker’s own discourse’ and 217 times (77.8%) to ‘acknowledge information
from partners’.
Both L1 and L2 English speakers used the two sub-functions of yeah/yes in
a similar pattern in the conversations since they used the DM for ‘back-channelling’ at a much higher rate than for ‘affirming the speaker’s own discourse’.
However, in the interviews, the Chinese speakers of English used yeah/yes for
‘back-channelling’ at a much higher rate than for ‘affirming the speaker’s own
discourse’, while the native speakers’ pattern was the opposite. The L2 English
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Table 4: Frequency distribution of sub-functions of yeah/yes by the native English speakers and L2
English speakers in the interviews and the conversations
Interview
NS
N

Conversation
NNS

NS

NNS

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Sub-functions
Acknowledging information
from partners

2

12.5

70

75.3

158

65.0

Affirming the speaker’s own
discourse marking transition

4

87.5

23

24.7

85

35.0

16

100

93

100

243

TOTAL

217 77.8
62

22.2

100 279

100

speakers’ performance of yeah/yes in the interviews could be due to the influence
of its Chinese equivalent dui (‘yeah’) because it is found that the Chinese DM
dui serves the same functions as the DM yeah, and dui is frequently used in oral
speech in similar patterns (Liu, 2013).
Right and uh huh

Right has the same four uses as okay: transition marker, modal question tag, progression check question tag, and back-channel signal (Schleef, 2005). Right and
uh huh have been placed in the same section because these two markers are used
in the data for one function only: acknowledging information from partners
(or back-channelling). Example (11) illustrates the use of right and uh huh as
back-channels in the data.
(11)—conversation
Juan:

Davy:

Juan:

Davy:

Juan:

and sports such as but I just like watching TV watch
TV, but don’t play much, for I like watch basketball
volleyball.
uh huh.

badminton and I think soccer, yeah. Most most of the
sports are very popular in China I think.

right.

uh I like traveling but if I can afford it, I will
travel many places but, for the time being now I don’t
have much money, so

None of the native English speakers used right or uh huh for back-channelling
in the interviews; four out of the five native English speakers used uh huh in the
conversations (9.7 tokens per 1,000 words per person) and three out of the five
native speakers used right for back-channelling (2.6 tokens per 1,000 words per
person). The high-frequency use of uh huh as a back-channel by the native Eng-
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lish speakers is consistent with previous studies (e.g. Kjellmer, 2009). With regard
to the L2 English speakers, none of them used right or uh huh for back-channelling in the interviews. None of the L2 speakers used right in the conversations
either. Six out of the ten L2 speakers used uh huh in the conversations (2.4 tokens
per 1,000 words per person) more frequently than in the interviews, and at a significant level. The lower rate than native English speakers’ use of the back-channelling right by Chinese speakers of English is consistent with a previous finding
in Zheng’s (2012) study. A suggested reason for it might be that the DM use of
right is underrepresented in EFL textbooks for Chinese students compared with
other markers like yeah, oh, and okay. When there is a need to use back-channels
in oral speech, they continue to use those markers which they are familiar with.
Another reason might be that the L2 English speakers were not exposed to the use
of right enough by the native speakers around them, because right was used at the
lowest frequency by the native speakers among all the back-channels in the data.
5.2.3 Well

One of the earliest analyses of well in the literature is Lakoff (1973). Lakoff claims
that well is used when “the speaker senses some sort of insufficiency in his answer”
(1973, p. 463). Svartvik (1980) finds other functions of well and summarises
its two major uses: as a qualifier and as a frame. As a qualifier, well indicates
agreement, positive reaction or attitude, or marks an incomplete or a non-direct
answer; as a frame, well shifts the topic focus, introduces explanations and clarifications, and functions for self-correction (Svartvik, 1980). Schiffrin describes the
main function of well as a “response marker which anchors its user in an interaction when an upcoming contribution is not fully consonant with prior coherence
options” (1987, pp. 102–103).
In Li and Chen’s (2007) analysis, well serves five sub-functions: repair marker,
frame marker, initiation marker, delay marker, and mitigation marker. In the current study, well was also found to serve these functions, except that the mitigation function is an interpersonal one, and the other four are textual functions. In
Example (12), the speaker talks about the length of time she has lived in Germany.
At first, she tells the hearer “a year”, but then she corrects herself by saying “ten
months technically”. Well serves the function of self-repair, indicating that the
speaker is going to repair the previous discourse. In Example (13), well is used as
a frame marker. The speaker tells the interviewer about her travels. At first, she
needs to collect her thoughts, as indicated by “let’s see”. Then she uses well and
starts to tell the hearer that she had only been in the United States until she was
a junior. Here well functions as a frame or structuring marker, and it is used for
topic shifting or introducing a new aspect of the topic. The second well in Exam-
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ple (13) serves the same function. Sue wants to tell the interviewer her favourite
place in the United States; then she begins to describe Chicago, which is a new
aspect of the topic. At the beginning of Example (14), the participants talk about
how they go to school. Then Ann asks a question and introduces the climate as
a new topic. Well is used as an initiator of a new topic. In Example (15), well is a
delay device since the speaker is not ready for the coming discourse, so he uses
well to acquire more time. It is followed by pauses or fillers such as uh. In Example
(16), John is asked by Sherry the reasons why he came to study at UF. In his reply,
well labels a non-direct response. The interpersonal function of well is to mitigate
the answer.
(12) – interview
Sue:

(…) I’ve been I lived a year in Germany, well ten
months technically but then I’ve been to Germany a few
other times, so it adds up to over a year spent there.
(…)

(13) – interview
Sherry:
Sue:

tell me about like where you travel to or where have
you been?

ok. Uh .. let’s see, well, when I was younger I’d
only been within the U.S. like until I was a junior
in high school. And I think my favorite place I’ve
been in the U.S. .. well, I like Chicago a lot,
’cause my brother lives in Chicago. And I love all
the neat restaurants, and .. the art museum there and
that you can go to the lake. (…)

(14) – conversation
Peng:
Ann:

Peng:
Ann:

Peng:
Ann:

no I don’t have a car. And I’m considering buying a
car sometimes later. And now I take take bus.
uh huh.

so .. and my department is not far from the the century tower.
uh huh.

and if I walk there it will take me thirty minutes.
I think so, uh take a bus or buy the car later.

uh huh, well what about the temperature here? Is it
well that’s one reason I don’t like to walk, because
it’s so hot, but is it is it hot to y’all? Or is
this is it colder where you’re from?
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(15) – interview
Sherry:

Peng:

ok. Can you tell me about one of your happiest experiences either in China or in the United
States?

happiest experience … well uh I like to say my happiest experience in this year will be my, y’know,
my gra-graduation ceremony.

(16) – interview
Sherry:
John:

tell me about studying here at UF. Why did you
choose to come here?

well, first time I came here for in-state tuition.
And .. second time I came here because it was time
to go back to school. (…)

Both the native English speakers (2.8 tokens vs 1.9 tokens per 1,000 words per
person) and the L2 speakers (0.7 tokens vs 0.4 tokens per 1,000 words per person)
used well at a slightly higher rate in the conversations than in the interviews in
this study. This can be explained by Fuller’s argument that functions of well “show
sensitivity to the hearer’s information state with regard to the speaker’s upcoming
utterance and that these functions are needed more in the conversation setting
than in the interview” (2003, p. 199).
Table 5 presents the tokens and the percentages of sub-functions of well in the
interviews and the conversations by the native and L2 English speakers. The data
show that the ‘initiating’ function of well was used only in the conversation context (although at a low rate), and not in the interviews. A possible reason for this
is that the interviewers were not supposed to initiate a new topic in the interviews,
whereas in the conversations the participants had the chance to do that. Furthermore, the interpersonal ‘marking mitigation’ function of well was used at the
highest rates in both contexts by the native and L2 English speakers. The higher
incidence of well as a mitigation marker rather than other sub-functions by the
Chinese speakers of English is likely to be the result of this mitigation function
occurring in English textbooks aimed at Chinese EFL learners to a much greater
extent than other functions. Thus, it is easier for the Chinese speakers of English
to acquire the mitigating function.
With regard to the differences between the native and L2 English speakers, the
first is that in addition to the low incidence on average use, only two out of the
ten L2 speakers used well as a DM in the data, whereas all five of the native English speakers used it. This result of absence of DM well in the data of Chinese
speakers of English is consistent with the report in previous studies (e.g. Buysse,
2015; Fung & Carter, 2007; Li & Chen, 2007; Liao, 2009; Wei, 2011). Moreover,
the Chinese speakers of English used well with a restricted functional scope. For
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Table 5: Frequency distribution of sub-functions of well by the native English speakers and L2 English
speakers in the interviews and the conversations
Interview
NS
N

Conversation
NNS

%

N

NS
%

N

NNS
%

N

%

Sub-functions
Repairing

5

22.7

1

25.0

3

10.3

0

0

Framing

6

27.3

0

0

8

27.6

0

0

Initiating

0

0

0

0

2

6.9

0

0

Delaying

2

9.1

1

25.0

2

6.9

2

28.6

9

40.9

2

50.0

14

48.3

5

71.4

22

100

4

100

29

100

7

100

Mitigating
TOTAL

example, none of the L2 English speakers used the ‘framing’ and ‘initiating’ functions, whereas the native English speakers used all of the five functions of well in
the data. A contributing factor for the difficulty of acquisition of well for Chinese
speakers of English might be the unavailability of a translation equivalent in Chinese. Even though some researchers (Han, Dong, & Xue, 2010) tried to propose
a functional equivalent in Chinese (e.g. haoba) for well, conclusions of potential
L1 influence cannot be drawn. There are not many relevant contrastive analyses
available between English and Chinese DMs. Therefore, their findings cannot
assist in the current study for explanations.

6. Conclusion
This study has examined the influence of discourse type (interview vs conversation) on English DM use by native and L2 speakers of English. The native
English speakers were found to use and and just in the interviews significantly
more often than in the conversations. The reason for more use of and and just in
the interviews than the conversations can be explained by the functions of the
two DMs. For example, in the interviews, the participants were asked to reply to
open-ended questions on topics with which they were assumed to be familiar;
therefore, they were more able to produce much longer turns which consisted of
more continuation marker ands.
Both the native and L2 speakers were found to use oh, ok, yeah/yes, and uh
huh at much higher rates in the conversations than in the interviews. Analyses of
these DMs’ sub-functions show that this is because of the fact that the speakers
needed to use these reception markers in the conversations to acknowledge the
information of partners more frequently (indicating they were making a contribution).
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The ‘initiating’ function of well was found to be used only in the conversations
but not in the interviews in the study by the two groups of participants. The
reason lies in the fact that the speakers had different interactional needs in the
conversation and the interview settings. In the interviews, the interviewees were
required to reply to questions from the interviewer; therefore, they did not need
to use the initiating or eliciting function of these DMs to initiate a new turn or
topic.
The results also show similarities and differences between the native and L2
English speakers in DM use across the contexts. The L2 English speakers in this
study behaved similarly to the native English speakers across the contexts in
terms of frequency pattern and functional pattern in the use of some DMs (e.g.
and, oh, okay, uh huh), but they behaved differently in terms of frequency and/or
functional pattern in the use of other DMs (e.g. just, yeah/yes, right, well).
The study has added empirical evidence to the research of contextual influence
on DMs and has investigated a wider range of English DMs compared with previous studies. It must be stressed that, when we draw conclusions on DM studies,
two factors require the exercise of caution: first, the sample size of this study is
small; second, DM use is an idiolect. As a result, it is possible that similar studies may have different conclusions. For example, Liao (2009) concludes that L2
speakers were able to be aware of the stylistic differences because all the L2 speakers in that study tended to use DMs at a higher rate in interviews than in discussions; whereas Fuller (2003) concludes that speech styles are subtle and difficult
to acquire even for advanced L2 speakers. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct
this type of study using data on a larger scale in the future. Furthermore, the
current study suggests that it is necessary to explicitly teach functions of DMs in
EFL/ESL classrooms, especially those markers which are difficult for L2 English
speakers to acquire.
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Notes

1.
2.

Each of the participants had a TOEFL score of over 600 when the data were
collected.
(…) represents the omitted utterances in that turn by the speaker. The reason
for omitting some sentences in an example is that the complete utterances of
an example are too long.
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Appendix A: Sociolinguistic interview protocol

1. Do you have any native English speaking friends? What is he/she like? (only for L2
speakers)
2. What do you usually do on weekends?
3. What are your hobbies?
4. Do you have a favourite teacher either in China or here? What is he/she like?
5. How about a teacher you don’t like? What is he/she like?
6. How many places have you travelled to? What is the most interesting place you’ve
been to?
7. Can you tell me about your favourite movie?
8. What’s your favourite TV programme? What is it about?
9. What kind of sport(s) do you like to play? Why?
10. What do you think of the United States? Do you like it or not?
11. Why did you choose to study in the United States?
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12. Have you had any culture shock(s) since coming to the U.S.? (only for L2 speakers)
13. What is your most unhappy experience in the U.S./China?
14. What is your most happy experience in the U.S./China?
Appendix B: Transcription symbols

Units
Word
Truncated word

{space}
-

Speakers
Speaker identity/turn start

:

Speech overlap

[ ]

Transitional continuity
Final

.

Continuing

,

Appeal

?

Pauses
Long, medium

…

Short

..

Transcriber’s perspective
Uncertain hearing

<XX>

Indecipherable syllable

X

Non-word notations
Filled pause

uh, um

Agreement (back-channel)

mhm, uh huh

Negation

nhn

